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The refectory is the only substantial part of the
Augustinian priory of Bushmead (TL115607) to
survive. Placed in the care of the Department of the
Environment in 1973, it underwent extensive con-
servation work prior to its being opened to the
public by the Historic Buildings and Monuments
Commission in 1985. This conservation programme
has led to a reassessment of the architectural history
of the building, which will be treated in detail in an
article in a future issue of this Journal.' Although
some medieval painting was already known on the
west wall (Plate 2a), during the removal of later
layers of unstable plaster and limewash further
painting came to light on this and the other three
walls, all clearly forming part of a single scheme
datable to about 1310, and which has likewise now
received conservation treatment.' The painting
which has been revealed is of importance not only
because it is unusual for the painted decoration of
refectories to survive, but also because it includes
rare scenes of the Creation, including one or
perhaps two which are apparently unparalleled in
wall painting elsewhere in England.

The refectory is a large rectangular hall (approxi-
mately 21 m x 7.5 rn). Originally open to the roof, it
was divided by the insertion of a first floor c.1500,
and by partition walls in the post-Dissolution
period. There is no documentation for the chrono-
logy of the different phases of the building; dating
must therefore be based on stylistic evidence.
Although the priory was founded c.1195,3 the
earliest phase of the refectory appears to date from
c.1250. This includes the cinquefoil arch of the
lavatorium in the south wall, part of the (blocked)
south doorway, the lower jambs and inner arch of
the great west window, and the magnificent crown-
post roof.4 In c.1310 various alterations were made,
and it was at this time that the extant painted
decoration was carried out. The sill and window
head were taken out of the west window and new
tracery inserted within the same opening (only
stumps of this tracery now survive). A window was
inserted in the north wall, towards the east end; it is
of three lights, with a shallow internal arch on nook-
shafted jambs. All the early fourteenth-century
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alterations are in clunch, in contrast to the Barnack
stone used for the earlier work. The substantial
alterations made c.1500 included not only the con-
struction of the first floor, and the addition of
windows in the north and south walls, but also the
blocking of the great west window and the insertion
within it of a smaller window with Perpendicular
tracery (Plate 2a). The west window is now filled
with modern timber tracery, which allows the
painting previously concealed by the blocking to be
seen. After the Dissolution, large first-floor
windows were created and the interior sub-divided
for domestic use, and various other alterations were
made at later dates.

Enough survives of the wall painting to allow a
partial reconstruction of the overall scheme. One of
the main elements is masonry pattern a very
common form of medieval decoration, consisting of
horizontal and vertical lining imitating the joints
between blocks of ashlar. This pattern seems to
have covered the greater part of all the walls (with
the possible exception of the east wall, much of
which may have been occupied by a large figure-
subject), and the window splays as well. A great deal
of this decoration remains on the west wall sur-
rounding the window, and on the head and splays of
the window itseff (Plates 2b and 8). There is also a
large area above and to the east of the early
fourteenth-century window in the north wall (Plate
3a), and smaller areas on the south and east walls.
All the masonry pattern is of the same type, consist-
ing of single red horizontal lines and double vertical
lines, the left-hand line being thinner and fainter
than the other. The blocks formed by the lines are
enriched by five-petalled flowers (about 5.5 cm in
diameter), clearly executed with a stencil.' These
rosettes were originally vermilion, but most have
now turned grey-black. At the base of the masonry
pattern on the north wall is a horizontal border com-
prising a wide red band (c.13 cm) above a narrow red
line. This is c.240 cm above the present floor level
and presumably continued around the interior,' on
the west wall it would have been approximately at
the height of the window sill. The plaster below the
level of the surviving length of border is unpainted,



and this may have been the case throughout the
refectory; possibly the lower part of the walls was
covered with wainscotting or textile hangings. On
the east and west walls, running beneath the gable
rafters,, is a band of red vine-scroll, bordered on
either side by black lines. There are now only
fragments of this border on the east wall, at the very
top, but it survives much better on the west wall
(Plate 2b). The scrollwork emerges, on the south
side of the west wall, from the beak of a beautifully
drawn crane-like bird (Plate 4a); in the correspond-
ing position on the north side is a damaged, but still
recognisable male figure, hooded and with his face
in profile (Plate 4b).

The painted decoration of the west window itself
is quite elaborate, comprising an outer and inner
order, with the intervening area of the window
embrasure covered in masonry pattern. The outer
order inserted c.1310 is decorated on the
interior face of the arch with a bent-riband pattern
enriched with trefoil leaves painted fri red, yellow
and black (Plate 3b). The inner order has feigned
supports for the inner arch of the window, in the
form of columns painted at the edge of the jambs.
The long, slender shafts are painted to imitate a
'marble' such as Purbeck, with black, comma-like
strokes (resembling fossil shells) on a grey ground.,
The capital of each column (Plate 8a), painted in
black against the plain plaster ground, is formed of
stylised leaves with serrated edges and each has a
prominent necking and abacus. Springing from
these capitals is the inner arch decorated on its
narrow soffit with white foliate scrollwork on a black
ground (Plate 8b), and on its chamfer and main face
with red banding bordered by double black lines.'

At the top of the walls, running below the wall-
plate, was a border composed of lozenge-shaped
frames (c.30 cm x 41.5 cm) containing small scenes
(the subject-matter of the surviving scenes will be
discussed below) with foliate ornament between
them, and bordered above and below by a narrow
strip of wave pattern (c .5 .2 cm wide). Although this
border can now best be seen at the eastern end of
the north wall (Plate 3a), it also partially survives on
the west wall (it was less faint when photographed in
1958; see Plate 2a), where it terminates at the level
of the capital of the inner order of the window.
Presumably, then, this border continued along the
length of the north, west and south (and possibly
east) walls, interrupted only by the west window.

To summarise, the painted decoration of the
north and south walls would have consisted of
enriched masonry pattern bounded below by a red

dado border and above by a lozenge border enclos-
ing narrative scenes running below the wall-plate.
The gable ends of the east and west walls were
decorated with a scrollwork border with the remain-
ing wall surface covered by masonry pattern (or
possibly a large figure-subject on the east wall). The
focus of the surviving painted decoration is the west
window with its inner and outer orders articulated in
paint and with the capitals and bases of the fictive
columns of the inner order coinciding respectively
with the termination of the lozenge border and the
dado band. The colours used are red and yellow
ochre, vermilion, white and black. Red is certainly
the predominant colour, in both the decoration and
the figure-scenes.

It is reasonable to assume that the architectural
alterations of c.1310 and the painting date from the
same phase of work on the refectory. It is evident
from their interrelation that the painting cannot pre-
date the architectural alterations: on the west
window, the riband border is actually painted on the
outer order inserted at this time, when the window
was filled with Decorated tracery; on the north wall,
the painting was obviously executed after the
eastern window was inserted, with the figural border
runmn' g immediately above it, and the dado border
carrying over onto its jamb. Further, the style of the
painted decoration itself indicates a dating in about
the first third of the fourteenth century. The vine-
scroll borders along the gables of the east and west
walls (Plates 4a-b), with their relatively naturalistic
leaves and tendrils, can be compared quite closely to
the scrollwork in the Gough Psalter, of about the
beginning of the fourteenth century.' The bird and
man at the bases of the west wall border are strongly
reminiscent of the marginalia of contemporary
manuscripts. For example, the Beatus page of the
Peterborough Psalter (of about the end of the
thirteenth century) has various birds including a
crane in the foliate border, as well as figures of
peasants and others, several of whom are hooded
(Plate 5a).9 The Bushmead bird cannot be identified
as any particular species, and in this respect is similar
to a bird in the celebrated wall paintings of
Longthorpe Tower (Cambs.) of c.1330-40; which
likewise appears at the foot of an area of foliate
scrollwork.' The hooded figure in the Bushmead
paintings can be compared not only with those in
the Peterborough Psalter, but also with the crouch-
ing man supporting the foliate border of a page in
the Ormesby Psalter (c.1300-25) where although
the figure is shown in three-quarter face his hood
is similarly represented on the back of his head,
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revealing the curly hair above the forehead (Plate
5b).''

The west window decoration and also the
masonry pattern support a dating in this period.
Although the best surviving parallel to the columns
painted at the edge of the jambs is provided by the
thirteenth-century painting on a window at Bishop's
Cleeve (Glos.),'2 columns similarly placed support
canopies over figures in the mid fourteenth-century
paintings at Chalgrove (Oxon)." The fictive marbl-
ing of the column shafts at Bushmead is paralleled
in both thirteenth- and fourteenth-century painting,
for example, on the screen on the south side of the
choir of Lincoln Cathedral (c.1310)." The highly
stylised foliage of the capitals (Plate 8a) strongly
suggests a dating in the-first third of the fourteenth
century rather than in the preceding century. The
long serrated leaves can be seen as a half-way stage
between the exaggeratedly long oak leaves which
appear in such manuscripts as the Peterborough
Psalter (Plate 5a), and the more stylised 'cabbage
lear foliage seen in initials and borders in this
manuscript and also; for example, in the Ormesby
Psalter. On the other hand, it does not have the
fleshy, undulating appearance of such foliage of the
second quarter of the fourteenth century as that
carved in the spandrels of the Thornham Parva
retable, or represented on capitals in the wall
paintings of South Newington (Oxon).'5 The bent-
riband border on the outer order, though rather
archaic in appearance, was very closely paralleled in
the wall paintings of Wendens Ambo (Essex) of
c.1330.' The elaborated masonry pattern with
double vertical lines and rosettes which do not have
the indented petals characteristic of such later
paintings as Chalgrove (c.1350)," is also entirely
typical of decoration of the first third of the
fourteenth century. The scenes in the lozenge
border, in their arrangement and small size, are
again very reminiscent of early fourteenth-century
manuscript illumination. Thus, in the border en-
circling the Beatus page of the Gorleston Psalter
(c.1310-20), small Nativity scenes and seated figures
are contained within oval frames.' Similarly, in the
border of the Beatus page of the St Omer Psalter
(c.1330-40), Creation scenes and other Old Testa-
ment subjects are enclosed in approximately
circular frames (Plate 6b)."

Although they are very damaged, close examina-
tion of the scenes on the north wall at Bushmead
reveals that Creation subjects are represented here
too. This is of great interest since Old Testament
scenes of any sort are comparatively rare in sur-
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viving English medieval wall paintings, and there
appear to be only two other examples with Creation
subject-matter. The first of these is the impressive
scheme of paintings, attributed to travelling English
artists working c.1200, in t.he chapter house of the
nunnery of Sigena in northern Spain. These paint-
ings were badly damaged by fire in 1936,, and the
remnants are now in the Museo de Arte de
Cataluna, Barcelona.' Two Creation subjects are
included in the Sigena Old Testament cycle: the
Creation of Adam, and the Creation of Eve.' In the
wall paintings of c.1300 in the chancel of Easby
church (N. Yorks), which unfortunately were
heavily repainted in the Victorian period, Adam and
Eve subjects are represented on the north wall,
including the Creation of Eve."

The westernmost surviving scene in the Bush-
mead border is a standard representation of the
Creation of Eve (Plate 6a). The figure of Eve is
shown emerging from Adam, who is represented
reclining and supporting his head with his right
hand. Eve faces towards the right, and has both arms
raised together; she is held by the wrist(s) by God,
represented further to the right, with his left hand
raised in blessing. This depiction of the subject is
closely paralleled in both the Sigena and Easby wall
paintings (Plate 6c), as well as in many manuscript
representations, such as that in the St Omer Psalter
(Plate 6b). The lozenge immediately to the east of
the Creation of Eve in the Bushmead border
contains only a single figure (Plate 7a), whose
identification will be considered below.. The next
scene to the east (Plate 7b) shows a reclining figure,
of rather manikin-like appearance, its head a simple
oval without facial features or even hair, and its arms
hanging limply. Above this figure are the remains of
another leaning over it. In view of its close proximity
to the Creation of Eve, this subject can clearly be
identified as the Creation of Adam, with Adam
typically represented lying at the foot of the scene. A
similarly composed representation can be seen in
the west front sculpture of Wells Cathedral (second
quarter thirteenth century), where however Adam
lies diagonally on the lumpy ground from which he
has been created (Plate 7c)." In the Bushmead
scene, Adam appears to be depicted only incom-
pletely formed, which is very unusual, though in the
twelfth-century Lambeth Bible God is actually
shown fashioning him with his hands.' The object
God holds in his left hand and which touches the
shoulder of Adam is difficult to explain, but given
the lifeless pose of Adam is unlikely to be the rib for
the later Creation of Eve.



The figure in the lozenge between these two
scenes (Plate 7a) is represented on a larger scale; it is
a recumbent, clothed male figure, with his head
inclined towards the east, and apparently bearded
and with long hair. Because the figure is clothed, it
cannot be a representation of Adam. The subject
can almost certainly be identified as God Resting on
the Seventh Day, which in other Creation cycles is
occasionally represented as here between the
Creation of Adam and the Creation of Eve,, and
which would account for the reclining pose of the
figure in the painting. In the twelfth-century
mosaics of Monreale Cathedral and the Cappella
Palatina at Palermo, God is shown enthroned be-
tween the same two Creation subjects.' Logically,
of course, the subject of God resting should occur
after the Creation of Eve. However, Eve's creation is
described twice in Genesis: once in the general
account of the Creation which ends with God
resting on the seventh day (Genesis 1:1-31 and 2:1-
3); and then again in the account of how God
provided man with a helper (Genesis 2:18-25). It is
probably this which accounts for the occasional
representation of G od resting between the Creation
of Adam and the Creation of Eve.

To the east of the Creation of Adam are frag-
ments of further lozenges, though the remains are
much too slight for any subjects to be identified.
However, because the narrative of the surviving
subjects runs from east to west, it is likely that these
contained earlier Creation scenes. No remains of
subjects can now be seen within the lozenges faintly
visible in the border on the west wall, but since it can
be presumed that this border continued along the
whole of the north, west and south walls, there is
every possibility that an exceptionally long cycle of
scenes existed in this scheme at Bushmead. The
width of the lozenges is consistently c.41.5 cm where
verifiable on the north wall; this would allow for
another six scenes between the Creation of Adam
and the east wall, and a total of approximately 106
on the north, west and south walls! It is, though,
quite possible that some of the lozenges were
empty, or contained only single figures (like some of
those in the Gorleston Psalter).

This narrative scheme in a refectory is without
surviving parallels. The figure-subjects which occur
in the few other known English refectory paintings
tend to have a more obvious appropriateness to
their location. Thus, the Last Supper was represen-
ted on the east wall of the refectory of the
Augustinian priory of Ivychurch (Wilts)," and a fine
twelfth-century rendering of the same subject

survives in this position in the Benedictine priory at
Dover.' Another representation of the Last Supper
existed in the early thirteenth-century paintings on
the east wall of the refectory of Eastbridge Hospital,
Canterbury, beneath a Majesty and other subjects.'
The Cmcifixion with its obvious Eucharistic signi-
ficance occurs in the paintings of the refectory east
wall of the Benedictine priory of Horsham St Faith
(Norfolk), of c.1250-60;" another representation is
recorded on the west wall of the refectory of
Durham Cathedral Priory,' and a late fifteenth- or
early sixteenth-century example was formerly
visible on the refectory east wall in the Cistercian
abbey of Cleeve (Somerset)." Running beneath the
Crucifixion at Horsham St Faith is a strip of scenes
illustrating the miraculous circumstances of that
priory's foundation, and it seems that representa-
tions of founders and patrons (including patron
saints) were also characteristic of refectory
decoration.'

The Creation subjects represented at Bushmead,
if originally forming part of an overall cycle, would
themselves have been far from inappropriate to a
refectory. Genesis tells how God gave man
dominion over all other living things, and 'every
plant yielding seed . . . and every tree with seed in its
fruit' for his food (Genesis 1:28-29). Subjects from
the Fall may also have been shown in the paintings,
with Adam and Eve eating of the Tree of Know-
ledge of Good and Evil, and with Adam labouring
for food after the expulsion. Even though the scenes
at Bushmead are small and at a considerable
distance above floor level, this does not necessarily
imply that their subject-matter would not have been
carefully chosen; the biblical scenes on the west
front of Wells Cathedral are also small and quite
high up,' and even the subjects of roof-bosses as
in the Lady Chapel of Ely Cathedral (completed
c.1353), where they include scenes of the Virgin
could be quite deliberately chosen.'

In most of the other refectory paintings noted
above, the subject-matter is concentrated as
might be expected on the east wall, behind the
dais. Thus, at Horsham St Faith the Crucifixion and
foundation scenes are represented in this position,
while on the other original surviving wall the
remains consist only of masonry pattern and other
decorative painting. On the east wall at Bushmead,
the only painting which survives is a fragment of the
gable border and of masonry pattern at the top of
the wall. It is an intriguing possibility that a large
figure-subject may have been represented lower
down this wall perhaps the Crucifixion or Last
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Supper. If the Temptation was among the further
scenes originally represented in the lozenge border,
a representation of the Crucifixion would have been
particularly appropriate on the east wall, the tree of
the cross redeeming the Fall of Man occasioned by
the eating of the fruit in the Garden of Eden. A
Crucifixion painted on the wall above the dais
would have formed a fitting and powerful climax to
the overall scheme of the refectory.'
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